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I TAMED THE SEASON’S CHAOS by
putting my holiday planning in the hands
of Miller’s Professional Imaging.
With a collection of design templates and products that practically
sell themselves, plus an easy-to-use single source for ordering,
printing and shipping, I gave myself the perfect gift: time. (Now, if
only I could say the same about the rest of my holiday to-do lists!)

TRUE HOLIDAY MAGIC can be yours

this year — and it’s never been easier.

A FEW TIPS FOR HOW I AVOID THE HOLIDAY FRENZY:
Because Miller’s offers individual card samples, you can pick
and choose the samples that fit your studio. I keep my
favorites in a variety of papers and styles so my clients can
touch and feel what they’re ordering.
Miller’s beautifully curated collection of cards, albums and
design templates frees up my time, saving me hours of design
work, especially in the busy holiday season.
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I make Miller’s my one-stop-shop. Quick turnaround and
consistent quality mean I can go from designing to ordering
within minutes. I can also login to one account to check on
all of my client orders, anywhere in the process.
I use Miller’s robust website (it’s like a command center!) to
dramatically streamline my workflow — from custom USB
drives to studio sell sheets to drop shipping, they have the
tools to make my workflow efficient.
I also frequent Miller’s blog for inspiration. Their hard-working
staff keeps a finger on the pulse of the industry.

HEAD OVER TO MILLERSLAB.COM TODAY
and get your holiday season started right!

I was thrilled when Miller’s added
some of my own hand-drawn
designs to their gorgeous collection
of templates. I created these
designs to complement the look
and feel of my studio, and am
excited to share them with you.

Jamie's custom designs for the Signature Album,
Flat Cards and Luxe Pop Card (all pictured), can be found
in Miller's Design Market, store.millerslab.com.

www.millerslab.com
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